O’NEILL TRANSITION (ONL.ANCHR4)
SAUGI TRANSITION (SAUGI.ANCHR4)
SCOTTBLUFF TRANSITION (BFF.ANCHR4)
SIDNEY TRANSITION (SNY.ANCHR4)
WOLBACH TRANSITION (OBH.ANCHR4)

Transition Routes

NOTE: RADAR required.
NOTE: RNAV 1.
NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE: Turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE: OBH transition ATC assigned only
NOTE: Expect runway assignment on initial contact with Denver TRACON.
NOTE: Descend via mach number until transition to 280K, maintain 280K until slowed by STAR or assigned by ATC.
NOTE: The corresponding RNAV STAR is KIPPR. Expect KIPPR when DEN is landing south.
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NOTE: Chart not to scale.